To: Prospective Bidders
Re: ADDENDUM NUMBER 1 TO THE BIDDING DOCUMENTS FOR:

Oak Brook Park District
Central Park West Mechanical Renovations
Architect’s Project Number: 220005.00

This addendum forms a part of the bidding and contract documents and modifies the original bidding documents dated November 22, 2019. Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on Bid Form. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY SUBJECT BIDDER TO DISQUALIFICATION.

I. PART 1 - ADDENDUM TO THE PROJECT MANUAL

A. Document Table of Contents.
   1. Page TOC-1:
      a. ADD the following item(s) after “00 90 01 Addendum Number 1”:
         “00 90 01 Addendum Number 1 ..............................................................................................................”

II. PART 2 - ADDENDUM TO THE DRAWINGS – CENTRAL PARK WEST MECHANICAL RENOVATIONS

A. See attached drawings to be included as part of the drawing bid documents.
   1. ADD drawing E-201, titled, “Electrical Floor Plans.”
   2. ADD drawing E-301, titled, “Electrical Notes, Schedules, and Symbol Legend.”

B. Drawing M-101, titled, “Main Floor HVAC Demo Plans”.
   1. At drawing 1/M-101, titled, “First Floor HVAC Demolition Plan”.
      a. REVISE note to read as follows:
         1) “Existing concrete foundations to be removed – Salvage existing wood framed screen and relocate at
            the owners discretion”, in lieu of “Relocate existing concrete pad and material as shown on new
            work plan.” – See snapshot of existing note location below.

C. Drawing M-201, titled, “First Floor HVAC Plans”.
   1. At the Equipment Schedule
      a. DELETE equipment tag labeled “RTU-1” and all associated notes with it.
   2. On sheet, near the Equipment Schedule.
a. ADD schedule labeled, "Pre-Purchased Equipment Schedule:"
   1) ADD equipment tag labeled, “RTU-1” and all associated notes with it.
3. At the Drawings Notes
   a. ADD the following notes:
      1) “12. Unit Pre-Purchased by owner and installed by contractor.”

**END OF SECTION**

This addendum consists of two (2) pages.

This addendum has three (3) attached pages identified below:
- Drawings (3 sheets):
  - M-201 "First Floor HVAC Plans".
  - E-201 "Electrical Floor Plans".
  - E-301 "Electrical Notes, Schedules. And Symbol Legend".